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The latest release of AutoCAD Crack is version 2018. AutoCAD is a commercial CAD software package used in industrial design and engineering. AutoCAD is often used to design motor vehicles and other large engineered products. AutoCAD is often used to draw complex plans, design mechanical parts and build 3D models. AutoCAD is
used to create 3D models, define standards and create documentation. AutoCAD has two types of drawing objects: ■ Drafting objects: These objects have a tool associated with them. When the object is selected, the tool's functionality is invoked. ■ Forming objects: Forming objects draw a solid or wireframe outline of an object (2D
drawing), or a solid or wireframe outline of the surface of a 3D object (3D drawing). Forming objects are made visible by the addition of an outline in 2D drawing or a solid in 3D drawing. Drafting objects Drafting objects have one or more tools associated with them. Drafting objects are: ■ Solid, dimension and text objects: ■ Objects with
a one-way tool such as an arrow, a line, a polyline or a spline: ■ Types of blocks such as beams, supports, wall and door objects ■ AutoCAD blocks such as datums, datums-and-conics, surfaces, chamfers and cross-section bars ■ Other blocks such as planes, coordinates and specific drafting functions ■ Layers ■ Dimensions Drafting
objects can be organized in a Drawing Layer. A Drawing Layer is a container for a specific set of Drafting objects. You can create a Drawing Layer and assign it a color (Drafting Object Color). The Drawing Layer color is independent of the Drafting Object color, which is unique to each object. Drafting objects can also have annotations.
Annotations are displayed below the Drafting object. Annotations are attached to the Drafting object as sticky notes. You can create an unlimited number of annotations. Annotations can include the name of the Drafting object, the comments and notes about that Drafting object, or other information. Annotations are not editable, so they
cannot be edited. They can, however, be moved or copied. Drafting objects can have dimensions. Dimensions are 2D and 3D drawing objects that are attached to a Drafting object. Dimensions are essential for measuring a 2
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OLE and COM OLE is an object model that provides various types of simple, reusable control objects which make it possible to write applications that are independent of the platform on which they are executing. COM is a component architecture used to create and run software components in a host environment. OLE was first added to
AutoCAD in 2002 and is now used in many other CAD applications. Drawing Drawing is the process of visually representing an idea, design, or concept. For example, a drawing might be an engineering design, a building's floor plan, or the assembly of components into an automobile. The definition is broad but the word "drawing" is used in
two distinct ways. Firstly, a "drawing" is a blueprint, a master copy or a technical drawing. The second usage refers to the document which represents the design, with the distinction being between a "sketch" and a "drawing". A "drawing" can also be the act of drawing. For example, a drafter might draw a building by hand or with a drafting
machine. Artworks An artwork is the term used for what is commonly referred to as a "non-hardware drawing", "software drawing" or "non-hardware technical drawing". It is a technical drawing that is drawn by a computer using CAD software. Artworks are often used in various CAD systems to show complex designs. Unlike a "hardware"
drawing, which is part of an assembly, an artwork is part of a design, and may be made to look like a "hardware" drawing. Most "hardware" drawings are as accurate as possible so as to avoid making costly revisions, which is expensive, but there are exceptions, for example in mechanical drawing systems which usually need to be as true to
the design as possible. Hardware drawings A hardware drawing is a drawing that is part of an assembly. It usually contains details of the materials to be used and the dimensions of the parts. Examples include mechanical drawings, assembly drawings, and drawings of manufactured products. Software drawings A software drawing is a drawing
that is created by CAD software. It may be one of a number of types: Electrical drawing Floor plan Building plan Project plan Design plan Engineering drawing Mold plan Project management plan Architecture plan Software drawing can be created using the following: 3D model 2D parametric object a1d647c40b
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# We recommend to use the following license code for the Registration of the software: 3V9W -3V9W: 3 - Users and 3 - customers -9V9W: 9 - Users and 9 - customers -WW9W: 9 - Users and 9 - customers The code is valid for all Autodesk applications.

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Add and manipulate attributes directly on a shape, without first having to select the shape. (video: 2:45 min.) Direct selection: Orthogonal drawing lines are automatically shown as direct selection boundaries. When you click a line, it is automatically centered. When you move a line, it automatically snaps to existing lines. Change the color of
lines and marks to fit your design style. View and edit text, symbols, and images within drawings. (video: 1:06 min.) Hierarchy: Set up a hierarchical drawing structure that lets you organize your drawing by levels and sublevels of a drawing. Organize your drawings by using labels, shapes, or a combination of these elements. Import and export
drawings easily, and share drawings directly from your system. (video: 1:20 min.) Type: Introducing a streamlined, new user interface for typing text in drawings. Get results fast: word prediction, multiple correction prompts, and auto-wrap around words. Learn to type more effectively: just touch the screen to see the next character, and use
the arrow keys to move. Get your text typeset automatically: add typefaces and adjustments. Export drawings directly to PDF for printing, faxing, and e-mail. (video: 1:11 min.) Expanded Markup and Named Styles: Start your text using a mark command, such as “Text / Label,” and apply the markup to the text. Apply named styles to text
styles to create a consistent appearance across your drawings. Schedule automatic reparsing of changed text styles. Provide more detailed feedback about your drawing errors, and get help with text corrections. Take advantage of the new text wrapping feature to increase the size of your text. Add a flexible grid or dimension references to your
text. Create or replace named styles, and easily create custom styles. Use outline style to see the text of the shape beneath your pointer. Customize fonts and color settings, and use images to display text within drawings. (video: 1:44 min.) Professional drawing tools: Use the new Ellipse tool to draw freehand or convert an existing shape.
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System Requirements:

Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Processor: Intel Core i3 Memory: 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible video card Hard Drive: 20 GB Additional Notes: Recommended Specifications: Processor: Intel Core i5 Memory: 4 GB Controls: Movement: WASD
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